5-day All-inclusive Guilin Longji Yangshuo Tour from HK (by Long-distance Bus)
http://www.chinaexpeditiontours.com/city-tours/5-day-all-inclusive-guilin-longji-yangshuo-tour-fro
m-hk-by-long-distance-bus.html
This tour suits those who work in Hong Kong or stay there temporarily. It brings you to Guilin from HK
in a slow-pace way (by bus), hence you can have time to enjoy the stunning and various sceneries
along the way. What’s more, it helps save quite some bucks than flying while you don’t miss any
renowned attraction or activity in Guilin.
Tour Code:
Length:

GLHK-05

5 days and 4 nights

Cities Visited/Stayed:

Guilin, Longji, Yangshuo

Highlight Attractions:

Li River, Reed Flute Cave, Fubo Hill

Experience &Features: Longji Terraced Rice Paddies, Zhuang and Yao Villages, Li River, Reed Flute
Cave
Physical Rating: 2
Cultural Shock Rating: 1

Itinerary

Day 1, Friday: Hong Kong-Guilin (by Long-distance Bus)
With the guiding information, you take the China Link Bus to Shenzhen Bay Port, where you
need pass the customs, leaving HK and entering Mainland China. After that, get on the
long-distance bus to start your 9 hour travel by bus to Guilin. You will see stunning landscape
along the express way.
Upon your arrival at Guilin Qintan Bus Station, you will be met by your guide and driver,
transferred to your hotel in the city of Guilin.
Stay overnight in Guilin.
Meals: no meals from CET

Day 2, Saturday: Guilin- Longji -Guilin
Let’s have a tour to Longji. The drive is going to be about 2 hours. The most attractive things
there are [Terraced Rice Paddies] and the [Zhuang minority people’s villages]. The
views of the rice terraces are stunning from all perspectives as you walk your way on the
mountains. Along the way, you will encounter some of China’s ethnic minority peoples
dressed in traditional, exotic, colorful clothes, and adorned with delicate silver ornaments
intertwined with their traditional long hair. You will visit their traditional village located on the
mountainside, and get a close look at their wooden cottage homes, getting to know some of
their everyday life. When we get to the viewing platform, everybody will be amazed by the
breath-taking scenery and the perfect photo spot.
After lunch, we walk downhill and take our van going back to Guilin in 2 hours.
Stay overnight in Guilin.
Meals: (B,L)

Day 3, Sunday : Guilin- Yangshuo-Guilin
Drive to the wharf for the [Li River cruise] ; enjoy the Li River picturesque scenery all the
way to Yangshuo. Lunch will be served onboard. After getting disembarked at Yangshuo,
take our car/van coming back to Guilin.
Stay overnight in Guilin.
Meals: (B,L)

Day 4, Monday : Guilin
In the morning, visit the [Mount. Yao], from the top a stunning panoramic karst view of the
city area will be enjoyed. Then go to visit the [Guilin Tea Plantation] where we learn Chinese
tea culture and sip some high quality tea.In the aftrenoon, let’s have a city tour to visit the
[Fubo Hill] and the [Reed Flute Cave].
Stay overnight in Guilin.
Meals: (B,L)

Day 5, Tuesday: Guilin-Hong Kong (by Long-distance Bus)
In the morning, you will be guided to Guilin Qintan Bus Station to take the long-distance bus
back to Shenzhen Bay Port and then transferred to the China Link Bus to Hong Kong.

Meals: (B)

